
 
 

 

 

 

Maths Rationale 
The national curriculum states ‘Mathematics is an interconnected subject in which pupils 
need to be able to move fluently between representations of mathematical ideas.’ 
Therefore, the intention for mathematics is to ensure that all pupils become fluent, 
reason mathematically and solve problems. ‘Pupils should make rich connections across 
mathematical ideas to develop fluency, mathematical reasoning and competence in 
solving increasingly sophisticated problems.’ 
 

Intent 
At Sharow and Skelton Newby Hall we aim to instil a love of maths and a love of 
challenge!  We want the children to have a deep and sustainable maths knowledge they 
can apply across a range of contexts and representations.  The children should develop 
independence and build upon existing knowledge through carefully sequenced sessions.  

Implementation 
All staff follow the Archimedes mixed age long term plans for maths.  Teachers create a medium 
term plan that shows the sequence of teaching for the children, building and developing 
sequential lessons that work towards the end of year expectations. 
Lessons contain aspects of a mastery approach with greater use of manipulatives for all children 
more varied use of visual representations and more opportunities for reasoning. 
Staff use content from White Rose Maths, Nrich and NCETM to support daily teaching. 
Mental maths is given a weekly focus with lessons incorporating visual strategies so that children 
can ‘see’ the connections and give roots and understanding to the facts they need to recall. 
 

Impact 
(To be reviewed at the end of each year) 
Children are able to apply their mathematical knowledge across a range of representations.  They 
develop resilience and embrace challenge.  They develop, over time, a good recall of facts to 
enable them to work out more complex calculations.  Their knowledge is deep and sustained, and 
their working memory is improved, thereby improving standards across all year groups. 
 

Assessment 
Maths is assessed on a daily basis within lessons.   
Children are assessed against each end of year statement through the year.   
PUMA tests are used as summative assessment towards the end of each term.  Tests are analysed 
using an online data tool and used to inform future planning. 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


